
 

CAREER CHANGE
ROADMAP



This Roadmap outlines the first 5 essential steps on

your journey to career change, progression or growth.

The journey ahead towards freedom and purpose and

the life you truly deserve is an exciting one, full of self

discovery and possibility.

All you need to bring along is an open mind and the

willingness to dream big and dig deep while you let

the REAL you drive this ship! 
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Welcome to a whole new perspective 

& a brand new chapter in your life!

Enjoy the process - this is by you, for you.

Your future self will thank you!

https://www.sineadraffertycoaching.com/lets-chat


Embrace new ways of thinking, doing, being

Challenge the status quo - your 'normal'

Your comfort zone is keeping you playing small 

When you want a new future and you want things to change,  

you have to make space for that change in your everyday

life, otherwise it remains in tomorrow.

To turn a corner and start writing the next chapter in your

life, you need to allow for the process of conscious change: 

 Be open and welcoming to the very changes you crave. 
 

 

1.EMBRACE POSSIBILITY
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Nothing will change if nothing changes.

What is s**t scary about change 

right now & what is exciting?
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Dream first, then filter in the details/commitments  

Enter the 'No But Zone' - leave all ifs, buts & maybes at

the door (for now)

Your ideas and dreams need a little TLC - light & oxygen!

By letting logistics stop you from dreaming and visioning first,

you are suffocating possibility and perpetuating the life you

don't want.

Stop hiding away your ideas, genius and passions; you may

think you’re protecting them, but you are undermining your

potential by keeping it all in the shadows.

 

Empower yourself with a green light today - the only

permission required is from YOU.

 
 

 

2.GIVE YOURSELF PERMISSION
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Allow yourself to DREAM.

What's that idea/dream in the back

of your mind that you're dismissing?
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Get curious about YOU and YOUR version of success

You are entirely unqiue  - in vision, experience & skillset,

this is your superpower

Tune into your own opinions & judgements...your own

wisdom

Self-knowledge feeds your drive & motivation.

Procrastination sets in when you overlook the importance of

self-understanding, behaviour patterns, values, self worth &

identity because you are not connecting with your WHY.

 

 'I Am' are the most powerful words at your disposal 

- the best part? 

You get to choose. 

You.

 
 

 

3.SELF DISCOVERY
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Why do you do what you do? 

Why Why Why?

How do you define success, what

does it look like for you?
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Limiting beliefs are usually based on false assumptions -

stop assuming

Do not tolerate beliefs that don't serve you, reframe

them

Mindset is the basis of ALL growth, progression, fulfilment

and empowerment - it is within your control

A belief is an idea that you accept as true, a strong feeling

or conviction, a state of mind.

Your beliefs are the lens through which you view the world

and you can adjust that lens to influence new definitions.

By doing so, you direct the actions you take.

 

 
 

 

4.MINDSET
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Your mindset is the sum of your beliefs.

How would you describe your

current mindset? Is it serving you?
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Take stock of your journey so far, appreciate it

Make that call, contact that person, start that research,

look into that application, read that book. Just begin.

You don't have to figure it all out at once - just take one

baby step forward.

Action changes your outlook, energy, expectations, goals,

mindset, your sense of self and provides huge scope for the

future. 

Action connects your desired future to today, making it real

and not just theoretical.

It's easy for you to dismiss your talent, genius, skills, learning,

perspective and profile - action reframes your journey.

 

 
 

 

5.TAKE ACTION, ANY ACTION
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Action changes everything...

What action are you going to take

in the coming week to move you

forward?
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Watch 

The Career Revamp Workshop here 

& Reclaim Your Future!
 

In just 30 minutes you'll learn about the main

areas you need to address for moving forward

and map out a clear path towards the life &

career of your dreams!

info@sineadraffertycoaching.com

Or book a free Clarity call with me 
- let's have a chat about your future!

Want to Learn More?!

https://sineadrafferty.kartra.com/page/reclaimyourfutureworkshop
https://www.sineadraffertycoaching.com/lets-chat

